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SMALL INTO-ISOMORPHISMS BETWEEN SPACES
OF CONTINUOUSFUNCTIONS. II
BY

YOAV BENYAMINI1
Abstract. We construct two compact Hausdorff spaces, X and Y, so that C( X)
does not embed isometrically into C( Y), but for each e > 0, there is an isomorphism

Tcfrom C(X) into C(Y) satisfying\\f\\< II7,/II « (1 + e)||/|| for all/G C(X).

Introduction. In [2] we prove that if X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces, with
Xmetrizable, then the only "small" into-isomorphisms from CiX) into CiY) are the
"small" perturbations of into-isometries. More precisely, if 0<e<l,
and £:

CiX) -* CiY) satisfies U/H < 117/|| < (1 + e)||/|| for all / E CiX), then there is
an isometry H'from CiX) into C(T) with ||£ - W\\ < 3e.
It was shown in [2], that this is no longer true if A'is not assumed to be metrizable.
For every e > 0, we constructed two spaces A',,and Ye, with a (1 + e)-isomorphism

£e: Ci Xt) - C(TE), so that II££ - W\\ > 2 for all isometries W from dXe) into
CiYe).
The purpose of this note is to give a much stronger counterexample. We construct
two spaces X and Y, so that for every e > 0, there is an isomorphism Te: Ci X) -»

dY)

satisfying ||/|| < ||£E/|| «S(l + e)||/||

for all f E CiX). Yet there is no

isometry whatsoever from C( A') into CiY).
The idea of the construction goes as follows: For a fixed n > 1, we start with a
pair of spaces £ C £„ so that there is a (1 + 1//^-simultaneous extension operator
from C(£) into C(£„)—but not of strictly smaller norm. Next we embed £„ in a
space Yn so that Xn = T„\(£„\£)
is closed, and there is a natural (1 + 1/n)simultaneous extension operator from CiXn) into C(T„), i.e. a (1 + 1/n)isomorphism of C( A„) into C(T„). The construction Ynis done so that the "relative
position" of £ in Ynis very rigid: Every isometry of C( An) into CiYn) will—essentially—induce a norm one simultaneous extension operator from C(£) into C(£„),
which is impossible. This shows that there is no isometry from C(A„) into C{Yn),
and the final example is obtained by taking the one-point-compactifications
of
disjoint copies of the A^'s and yn's, respectively.
The construction of Yn uses the existence of an uncountable family of strongly
noncomparable compact Hausdorff spaces. For the sake of completeness we describe
such a construction (due to R. Bonnet [5]) in §4.
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Our notation and terminology are standard. All topological spaces will be Hausdorff, and all operators will be linear and bounded. We treat the real case
only—hardly any change is needed for the complex case.
Acknowledgement.
It is a pleasure to thank M. Rubin for the detailed refer-

ences and description of rigid and uncomparable spaces. We also thank S. Shelah for
clarifying for us the construction in §4 when CH is not assumed.
1. Preliminaries. We start with a well-known description of into-isometries between spaces of continuous functions.
Lemma 1. Let X and Y be two compact spaces so that C( A") embeds isometrically
into CiY). Then there is a closed subset F of Y, a continuous map (pfrom F onto X, and

an isometry W of C(A) into CiY), so that iWf)iy) = fi(piy)) for all y E F and

fECiX).
Proof. Let U be an isometry of CiX) into CiY), and put e(y) = (i/l)( v) (where
1 is the function identically 1 on A"). It is well known (see e.g. [8]), that there is a
closed subset £ of Y, and a continuous map <pfrom £ onto X, so that | eiy) | = 1 for

y E F, and iUf)iy) = eiy)fi(piy)) for y E F and /E CiX). The isometry W is

defined by (Wf )(y ) = e(.y)(£//)( .y) for ally- E Tand/E

C(A").

The next two lemmas summarize the properties of the spaces £, £„ and the
strongly noncomparable family Ka which will be needed in the construction. The
spaces £ and Bn will be described in §3, and the £„'s in §4.
We first recall some definitions and notation. By us, we denote the first uncountable ordinal, as well as its cardinality. We denote by ^ the one-point-compactification
of a discrete set of cardinahty w,.
A compact space is called CCC, if every collection of mutually disjoint open sets
is at most countable.
If £ is a compact space, and H is a closed subset of K, then a simultaneous
extension operator (SEO) from CiH) into C(£), is a bounded linear operator S:

CiH) -* C(£) so that Sf\H =/for all/E CiH).
Lemma 2. There is a compact space B, and for each n = 1,2,...
containing B, so that:

a compact space Bn

(i) Thereis a SEO S„: C(£) - C(£„) with \\S„II= 1 + l/n.
(ii) Every relatively open subset of B contains a compact subset H, which is a retract

ofB, and so that ifS: CiH) -> C(£„) is SEO then ||5|| > 1 + l/n.
(iii) If K is a i Hausdorff ) continuous image of a closed subset of Bn, and if K is

CCC, then K is metrizable;
(iv) There is a dense subset {ba: a < w,} of B, so that every uncountable subset of
the bjs contains a further subset whose closure in B is homeomorphic to 6D.
Lemma 3. There is an uncountable family {Ka: a < to,} of compact spaces, so that:
(i) The different Ka's are strongly noncomparable: if S is a closed subset of Ka, and
<p is a continuous map from S into Ks so that <p(5) has nonempty interior, then
necessarily a = ß.
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(ii) Each Ka is hereditarily CCC, i.e. every closed subset of Ka is CCC. (In
particular Ka does not contain a subspace homeomorphic to 6D.)
(iii) Every closed metrizable subset of Ka has empty interior.
2. The example. Let £, £„, {ba} and {Ka} be as in Lemmas 2 and 3. We construct
the space Yn by "replacing" each of the points ba in £ Q Bn by the space Ka. To
make this precise, choose for each a a point ba E Ka, and let Ynbe the set obtained
from the disjoint union Bn U (Ua£a)
by identifying each point ba E B with the
point baE Ka. (Thus from now on we shall not distinguish between ba and ba, and
we shall use the same notation, ba, for both.)
The following sets will constitute a subbase for the topology on Yn:
For each fixed a, the open subsets U of Ka so that ba & U.

For each fixed a, the sets of the form V U ( U {Kß: bß E V, ß ¥=a}} U U, where
V is an open subset of £„ and U an open subset of Ka, containing ba.
It is easy to check that this defines a compact Hausdorff topology on Yn, which
gives the original topology on Bn and on each of the £a's. Moreover, a net (yp)
converges to a point y, where y„ E Ka and av ^ a^ iff y E B and ba -» y. (This
topology can be realized as a "porcupine topology" as defined in [4].)
It follows that £„\£ is an open subset of Yn, and we define Xn = 7„\(£n\£).
The
set Xn is a closed subset of Yn, and since the Ka's were "glued" to Bn at points of B,
the spaces Xn, for different n, are mutually homeomorphic.
The following lemma summarizes some simple properties of Xn and Yn.
Lemma 4. With Xn and Ynas above we have:

(a) There is a SEO, £„: C(Xn) -* C(T„) with \\T„\\- 1 + l/n.
(b) £uery relatively open subset V of B, contains a compact subset H so that
(b-i) there is a norm one SEO from CiH) into C( Xn) and
(b-ii) there is no norm one SEO from CiH)

into CiYn).

Proof, (a) Let Sn: C(£) -> C(£„) be the SEO given by Lemma 2(i). Define £„:

CYA-J-CTOby
iTf)(y)-\Sn(f\B)(y),

,E£„\£.

It is easy to check that £/E C(Yn) and extends/, and that ||£„|| = ||SJ| = 1 +
\/n.
(b) Let H be the subset of V given by Lemma 2(ii). It is easy to check that the map

, ,
r(x)=\ba,

I x,

x E £,
xEKa,

is a retraction of Xn onto B. Since H is a retract B, it follows that there is a retraction
q from A"„onto £f. Setting (Sf)(x) —f(q(x)) gives a norm one SEO from C(H) into

C( A„), thus proving (b-i).
To prove (b-ii), assume £: C(H) - C(T„) is a SEO, and let £: C(T„) -> C(Bn) be
the restriction operator. It follows that ££: C(H) -> C(£„) is a SEO, and by Lemma
2(ii), ||££|| 3* 1 + l/n. Since ||£|| = 1 it follows that ||£|| > 1 + l/n > 1.
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The next lemma contains the main idea of our construction. We first need some
notation. Since all the spaces Xn are mutually homeomorphic, and can be naturally
identified, we let Z be the space homeomorphic to the A"n's,and we put x\in:Z -» Xn
to be the natural homeomorphism. We shall also want to distinguish between the
copies of Ka in the different Yn's, so we denote by Kia, n) the copy of the space Ka
in Yn. Let Y be the one-point-compactification of the disjoint union of the 7„'s, and

let p be the point of infinity.
Lemma 5. Let F be a closed subset of Y, and let
Z. Then there is an N and a relatively open subset
that (pixpNiv)) = v for all v E V. In particular,
homeomorphism on xpNiH) for any compact subset

tp be a continuous map from F onto
V of B, so that xpNiV) C £, and so
<p is one-one on xpNiV) and is a
H of V.

Proof. Let U be an open subset of Z so that U n £ ¥= 0 and so that yip) & U.
(If p E £ we can just take U = Z.) Since (pip) & U, there is an M so that
(p-\U)E
U^=xYn.
Fix now any a so that baE U D B. We shall prove the following claim:
There is an 1 < n < M so that F ("1Kia, n) ¥= 0, and a point sa E F D Kia, n) so
that q>isa) E Ka.

Once the claim is proved, the lemma follows. Indeed, fix any point b E B D U
and find a net ba of different points in £ n U converging to b. (This is possible,
because {ba} is dense in £.) Let sa be the points guaranteed by the claim, and by
passing to a subnet if necessary, we can assume that there is a 1 < n0 < M, so that
sa E £ D £(a„, n0) for all v. By the definition of the topology on Yn and Z, it
follows from ba^ -» b and the fact that sa E £(a„, n0) and <p(sa ) E K , that we
also have sa -» \pn(6), and (pisa) -» b. Since £ is closed sa -* xpn(¿>) implies that
xp„ib) E F, and then the continuity of <pgives that (pi\p„ib)) = b.
If we put, for n =s M, An= {b E B: ip„ib) E F and 9(^(6)) = b} the above
argument shows that the claim implies that U D £ C U^,/!,,.
Since each An is

closed, it follows from the Baire category theorem that one of the A „'s, say AN, has
nonempty interior in B, which is exactly what we had to prove.
We now prove the claim.
Fix any a so that ba E U n B. We shall show that there is a ß and n < M, so that
F C\ Kiß, n) ¥= 0, and so that <p(£ n £(/?, «)) has nonempty interior in Ka. By the
strong noncomparability of the different £'s (Lemma 3(i)), it follows that neces-

sarily ß = a, proving the claim.
Now Ka is hereditarily CCC, and thus for each n, <p(£ n £„) n Ka is CCC, hence
metrizable (by Lemma 2(iii)). Lemma 3(iii) now implies that Ka n (Un<p(£ D £„))
is of first category in Ka.
Assuming, for contradiction,

that tp( £ D £( /?, n )) n £a has empty interior in £a
for all ß and all n < M, we will proceed by transfinite induction to find an
uncountable set A C a,, and for each ß E A an n < M and a point sß E F n Kiß, n)
with 9(5^) E £a and (pisß) ¥= (pisy) for all ß ¥^ y in A.
Indeed, since ( U <p(F n £„)) n Ka is of first category in £a, while
m(£)

d Ka D Í7,
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there is a ßx and n < M so that £(/?,, n) D £ ^ 0 and a point sßt E Kißx, n) D £

so that m(^) E £a\ U„<p(£ n £J.
Inductively, having already chosen a countable subset A0 C to, and points s^ E
£(/?, n^) D £for ß E A0, the union

U <p(£n£(/?,«)) u ( lj<p(£n£j)
\ß(BA
n*íM

is of first category in Ka, and <jp(£) D Kan U; thus there is a ß E ^0, n < M and a
point sß E F n £(/}, n), so that <p(^) E Ka, but ro(Sß) is not in the above union.
This defines A. In particular (pisß) ¥= (fisy) for all y ¥= ß in A, and since A is
uncountable, we can assume that there is a fixed n0, so that sß E Kiß, n0) for all
By Lemma 2(iv) there is an uncountable subset A' of A, so that the closure of
{4>nibß): ß E A'} in »/>„(£) is homeomorphic to ÓD.The topology on Yn then implies
that also the closure of {sß: ß E A'} is homeomorphic to ty. But <pis one-one on {sß:
ß E A'}, and thus the closure of {(pisß): ß E A'} in Ka is also homeomorphic to 6D,
and this contradicts Lemma 3(ii). Thus such an uncountable procedure is impossible,
and there is a ß and n so that <p(£(/?, n) D £) has nonempty interior in Ka. This
implies the claim, and hence the lemma.
We are now ready for the example. The space Y was already defined, and we take
X to be the one-point-compactification of a countable disjoint family of copies of Z.
Theorem. C( A") does not embed isometrically into C(Y) but, for every e > 0, there

is an isomorphism T: CiX) -» C(T) satisfying 11/11< 117/11< (1 + e)||/|| for all
fECiX).
Proof. Fix any e > 0. We first construct a (1 + e)-isomorphism from C( A") into
CiY). Indeed, fix N > l/e, and identify A"as the closed subset {p} U iUn^NXn) in

Y. Let £„: C(A"J -> CiYn) be the SEO given by Lemma 4(a), and define T:
d{p}UiUn>NXn))^CiY)by
0,

(Tf)(y)= \fip).
T„(f\x,)(y)

yEUn<NYn,

y=p>
yEY„,n>N.

It is easy to check that £ is a SEO of norm 1 + l/N < 1 + e, and thus a
(1 + e)-isomorphism of C( A")into CiY).
To prove the other part of the theorem, we show an even stronger result: There is
no isometry from CiZ) into CiY).
Indeed, assume such an isometry exists, and find, using Lemma 1, a closed subset
£ of Y, a continuous map <pfrom £ onto Z, and an isometry W from CiZ) into

dY) so that Wfiy) = fiviy)) for ally-E £.
By Lemma 5, there is a relatively open subset V of B, and an N, so that
\pNiV) C £, and so that <pixpNiv))= v for all v E V.
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To save cumbersome notation, we shall now identify Z with A^. (I.e. xpNwill be
the identity map and <¡p(t>)= v for all v E V. The isometry H/will be considered as
an operator from C(XN) into C(Y).)

Let HE F be as in Lemma 4(b), and let SN: C(H) -» C( A^) be a norm one SEO.
Let RN: C(Y) -» C(YN) be the restriction operator; then \\RNWSN\\ = 1. Moreover,
if / E C(H), and y E H then RNWSNf(y) = y (because then y E V and (p(y) = y
on V), i.e. £^1^5^ is a norm one SEO from C(H) into C(YN), which is impossible
by Lemma 4(b-ii).
3. The spaces B and £„. Let B be the unit ball of a Hilbert space, say /2(r), where
T has cardinality w,. Let {ey: y < co,} be the unit vector basis for /2(r). Equipped
with the weak topology, £ is a compact Hausdorff space.
Lemma 6. Let V be an open subset of B. Then V contains a compact subset H,
homeomorphic to B, which is a retract of B.

Proof. Fix v E V with Hull < 1. There exists a finite subset T0 of T so that
H = {b E B: b(y) = v(y) for all y E ro} is contained in V (because V is weakly
open). Also, it follows from Hull < 1 that H is homeomorphic to B.
To define a retraction from £ onto H, put a = (2r | v(y) \2)x/2 and let
/: [0,1] -* [0,1] be a continuous function so that/(a) = 1 and a2 + (1 - t2)f2(t) <
1 for all 0 « < < 1. Define now r: B - H by

rib){y) = [f((lrjb(ß)\2ry(y),

y*T0.

It is clear that r is continuous, and that r(b) = b for b E H (because f(a) = 1).
Also if b E B, put t = (2ro | b(ß) \2)x/2, then

Hr(ft)||2 = fl2+/2(0(

2

\b(ß)\2)^a2+f2(t)(l-t2)<l,

and thus r(b) E H ior all b E B.
We identify C(£)* with the space of regular Borel measures of £. For each n, put

Bn — {¡¡.E C(£)*: U/til =s 1 + l/n}. Equipped with the w*-topology, £„ is a compact Hausdorff space, and we identify £ as a closed subset of £„ by considering
every b E £ as the unit-mass measure concentrated at b.

Proof of Lemma 2. (i) Define Sn by the formula (Snf)(p) = ffdp for all
/E C(B)andp E £„.
(ii) Let F be a relatively open subset of B, and let H E V be as in Lemma 6. Let
2„ be the set of all measures in Bn whose support is contained in H. 2„ is a closed

subset of £„, and it can be identified with (ft E CiH)*: Hull < 1 + l/n}.
It was proved in [1] that every SEO £: C(£) -> C(£J satisfies ||£|| > 1 + l/n.
Since £f is homeomorphic to £ it follows that every SEO £: C(/£) -» C(2„), satisfies

liril > 1 + l/n. Let now 5: C(/7) -> C(£„) be a SEO, and let £: C(£„) - C(2„)
be the restriction operator. Then RS: CiH) -> C(2„) is a SEO, and it follows that

1 + 1//KHRSII < US||.
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(iii) The space £„ is an Eberlein compact, and by [3] a continuous image of an
Eberlein compact is itself an Eberlein compact. It is well known (see e.g. [3]) that a

CCC Eberlein compact is metrizable.
(iv) The set {ba: a < co,} of all vectors in B with finite support and rational
coordinates is a dense subset of £ with cardinality to,. Given any uncountable family
{ba: a E A} of these, there is an uncountable subset A' C A, so that the supports of
{ba: a E A'} are quasidisjoint, i.e. there is a finite subset T0 of T so that for each
y E ro, there is at most one a E A' with ba(y ) ¥^ 0 (see e.g. [7, p. 87]).
Since T0 is finite, and the coordinates of the ba's are rational, it follows that the
uncountable set A' has a further uncountable subset A" so that there is a fixed vector
v, supported in ro, and such that ba\T = v |r for all a E A". But it now follows
that the closure of {ba: a E A"} is exactly {v} U {ba: a E A"}, and it is homeomor-

phic to fy.
4. The spaces Ka. For the sake of completeness, we reproduce in this section, a

construction due to R. Bonnet [5] of a family of strongly noncomparable spaces. To
avoid inessential technical details, we present the construction under the Continuum
Hypothesis. In the general case, the only essential modification is needed in Lemma
8, where the condition that {q E Q: f(q) ¥= q} is at most countable, is replaced by
the condition that its cardinality is less than that of the Continuum. We refer the
reader to [5] for the details.
The spaces Ka are constructed as the Stone spaces of certain Boolean algebras.
The reader is referred to [6] for the properties of Boolean algebras and their Stone
spaces which we use freely. (We use, however, the term Stone space, rather than
Boolean space as in [6].)
Let £ be a subset of R, and denote, for a, b E £, the set {p E P: a *¿p < b} by
[a, b). We also allow a = -oo or b = +oo, where we understand [-oo, b) to be
{p E£: -oo <p <b}.

Let £(£) be the Boolean algebra of all subsets of £ of the form UJL1[a2i_1, a2i)
for a, < a2 < • • • < a2m in P. (We also allow a, = -oo, a2m — + oo.) We denote by
£(£) the Stone space of £(£). The space £(£) is compact, Hausdorff and totally
disconnected. Its clopen sets can be identified with the elements of £(£).

Lemma 7. Every closed subset <?/£(£)

is a retract o/£(£).

Proof. Let S be a closed subset of £(£), and identify it as the Stone space of
£ = £(£)//
for some ideal J in £(£). Let it: £(£) ^ £ be the quotient map. The
set Q = (tt(-oo, p): p E £} is a set of pairwise comparable generators for £. Let a:
Q -* £(£) be an increasing one-one map, so that w(a(^)) = q for all q E Q. Using
the fact that elements in Q are pairwise comparable and that a is increasing, it
follows that a extends to an isomorphism (still devoted by a) of £ into £(£), so that
triaib)) — b for all b E B. The isomorphism a is induced by a continuous map <p
from £(£) onto S, and the condition iraib) = b for all b E B implies that <pis a
retraction.
The main feature of the spaces £(£) is that the order structure of the set £ is
reflected in its topology. In order to use this phenomena, we shall need the following
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rather surprising lemma. (This lemma of R. Bonnet generalizes an earlier result of

W. Sierpinsky [9].)
Lemma 8. Assume the Continuum Hypothesis. Then there exists an uncountable
subset P of R, such that if Q is any subset of P and f: Q -> P is any strictly monotone
function idea-easing or increasing) then {q E Q: fiq) =£ q} is at most countable.

Proof. For each strictly monotone function / defined on a subset of R, let Gif)
denote the closure of the graph of/. Since there are only to, closed subsets of R2, we
can write all these "closed graphs" as a transfinite sequence {Ga: a<ux}.
If
G = Gif) is such a "closed graph", it need not be a graph of a function, and even if
it is, it need not be a graph of a strictly monotone function. But it "almost" is such a
graph: There are at most countably many values of x such that there are y ¥= z so
that either (x, y) and (x, z) are both in G, or iy, x) and (z, x) are both in G. For
each a < «,, denote by Aa this countable set of exceptional points for Ga.
We now define £ by transfinite induction: We choose px arbitrarily. Having
chosen {pß: ß < a}, we choose/>„ in the complement of the countable set

{pß:ß<a}ö(U

{Aß:ß<a})
U (x:3ß,y

< a with ipß, x) E Gy,or{x,pß)

E Gy).

Assume now that g C £ is uncountable, and /: Q -> £ is strictly monotone, and

find a so that Ga = Gif). Let Qx E Q be the countable set {q E Q: q = pß or
fiq) = pß for some ß < a}. We shall show that fiq) = q for all q E Q\QX. Indeed,
assume q = pß and fiq) = py, and then, by the choice of Qx, ß, y > a, and we shall
show that y # ß is impossible.
Case (i). ß > y: In the y th step, py was chosen to be a point where Ga is a one-one
function (i.e. p E Aa). In particular, there is at most one x so that (x, py) E Ga. In
the ßth step, pß was chosen to be a point different from this x. Thus ipß, py) E Ga,

™dfiPß)^Pr
Case (ii). ß < y: In the ßth step, pß was chosen in the complement of Aa so that
there is at most one x satisfying ipß, x) E Ga. In the yth step, py was chosen to be
different from this x, so again ipß, py) E Ga andfipß) ^ py.
Proof of Lemma 3. Let £ be the set constructed in Lemma 8, and let {£„:
a < to,} be a partition of £ to to, disjoint uncountable sets. By discarding at most
countably many points from each P¿, we obtain a subset Pa of P'a so that for each
a < b, P n [ a, b) is uncountable whenever it is nonempty. We now put Ka — £(£a).
Proof of (i). Since S is a retract of Ka, we can assume (replacing <pby <p° r,
where r: Ka -» S is the retraction) that S = Ka. Similarly, by retracting in Kß, we
can assume that <p(£a) is a clopen subset of Kß determined by [ a, b) E Pß. The map
<pinduces an isomorphism, xp, from the Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of <p(£a)
into £(£„), and we consider the uncountable family of pairwise comparable elements {xp[a, q): q E [a, b) n Pß) in £(£„), and write each of them in the form
x\>[a,q) = U^f[a2,_xiq),a2liq)),
with a¡iq)<ai+xiq)
in Pa.
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By passing to an uncountable subset Q of [ a, b) n Pß, we can assume
(1) miq) = m is constant for q E Q;
(2) for each i < 2m, the map q -> a¡iq), for q E Q is either constant or one-one;
(3) for each 1 < i «£ m there is a rational number r¡, with a2/-i(?) < r; < an(a)

for all ?Eß.
Let now/ <2m be the first index so that q -> Oj(q) is one-one (such a/ exists
because \\>is one-one), and assume, say, that/ = 2/c is even. Since the kth intervals
of xp[a, q) contain the fixed point rk for all q E Q, and since q > qx implies that
xp[a, q) D xp[a, qx), we must have that a2k(q) > a2k(qx) for all q> qx in Q, i.e.

q — o,(<7) is strictly increasing on Q. Similarly, if/' is odd, q -» a-(?) is strictly
decreasing on Q.
Thus we have found a strictly monotone map from an uncountable subset
Q C Pß C £ into £„ C £. Since £Q n Pß = 0 when a =£ß, the construction of £
implies that a = ß.
Proof of (ii). It is clear that each Ka is CCC: Each disjoint family of clopen
subsets in Ka induces a disjoint family of intervals in R, hence is countable. Since
the closed sets of Ka are retracts of Ka, this is inherited to all closed subsets of Ka.
Proof of (iii). Every open subset of Ka, contains a nonempty clopen subset,
determined by an interval [ a, b) in Pa. Since such intervals, if nonempty, are
uncountable, it follows that every clopen subset of Ka contains uncountably many
different clopen subsets, and hence is nonmetrizable.
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